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•Is there a social/emotional issue  (often the "problem" presented by staff)?

•Describe concretely and with data to support

•Achenbach, BASC, ASD scales, GEI recordProblem
•Does the S/E issue impede ability to access special education?

•How?  Duration, frequency, deficits

•Psych eval, academic performance, interviews (teacher, parent, student), GEIImpact
•Is the issue due to skill deficit  and/or is the skill part of the S/E Curriculum?

•Is this an internal issue OR systems /familial issue

•If the skill is not part of the S/E curriculum, must tie to Impact very specifically

•TPS-SESA, attendance data, cultural data, interviews, SECD, Counseling Curr.
Skill

•Can the skill(s) be taught?

•Describe the curriculum, activity, lesson; duration needed; evidence base

•Describe using learning intentions (similar to I can statements), and success 
criteria (scaffolding skills to get there, each step guides your  IEP goal)

Teach
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Is there a social/emotional issue  (often the 
"problem" presented by staff)?

Describe concretely and with data to support

Achenbach, BASC, ASD scales, GEI record

•_____________________________________________________________
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Impact

Does the S/E issue impede ability to access special 
education?

How?  Duration, frequency, deficits

Psych eval, academic performance, interviews 
(teacher, parent, student), GEI

•_____________________________________________________________

•_____________________________________________________________

•_____________________________________________________________

•_____________________________________________________________

•_____________________________________________________________

•_____________________________________________________________

Skill

Is the issue due to skill deficit  and/or is the skill part 
of the S/E Curriculum?

Is this an internal issue OR systems /familial issue

If the skill is not part of the S/E curriculum, must tie 
to Impact very specifically

•_____________________________________________________________
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Teach

Can the skill(s) be taught?

Describe the curriculum, activity, lesson; duration 
needed; evidence base

Describe using learning intentions (similar to I can 
statements), and success criteria (scaffolding skills to 
get there, each step guides your  IEP goal)


